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In March we 
celebrated
Easter and we 
had one week
off. 



Most of us
spent Easter at
home.

There were a lot of 
preparations. 

On Palm Sunday we 
went to church with
palms.



The highest palms are made by Kurpiowie (these are people
who live in the north-eastern part of Poland). Their palms
reach several meteres in length.



Our palms are not so  big …



We also decorate Easter eggs…



When Easter eggs are beautifully decorated, we 
put them into baskets.



And the food that
we put into the
baskets
(eggs,bread, 
sausage and salt) 
is blessed in
churches on Holy 
Saturday.



On Easter Sunday we have a family breakfast. Then the
whole family meets and nobody forgets to visit their
grandparents.  



And on Easter Monday (Wet Monday) we have a tradition of 
pouring water onto each other. It is believed that it gives beauty
and good health. Some people, of course, show no moderation…



Spring is a season of joy. You need to get rid of winter laziness so on the first day of spring 
we throw an effigy of Marzanna into the water . This tradition symbolizes the end of winter
and the beginning of spring. 



At school we can dress up beautifully because there is a rule ‘ when
you are dressed up, you are not asked during lessons’



We can also practise Brazilian martial arts with Mestre Marinaldo.



In spring there are a lot of school trips. In March the second grade students
went to the Warsaw  Guliwer Theatre and Copernicus Science Centre.



In March Alicja, 
the third grade
student, 
promoted, the
most effectively , 
a book titled ‘Pitu
and Kudłata in
trouble’ written by 
Leszek Talko. 

… and won the first 
place.

Congratulations!!!



And Karol,the fourth grade student, took the best picture showing
Winter reading…



Ola, the fifth grade student, won the second place –
congratulations!



Students liked the
exhibition of 
pictures titled
Winter reading…



And this is the
view of the river
Bzura in March. 
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